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What makes the first official Planet Coaster Quick Draw Interactive Shooting ride differ from the other Quick
Draw rides is the ease of control. One of the five laser guns featured in this ride is attached to a crank that is
attached to the track. When the crank is spun, the gun is rotated clockwise or counterclockwise to fire in the
selected direction. Having the potential to fire in any direction and being easily redirected with a relatively
low amount of effort, this maneuver is one of the reasons that this ride is called Quick Draw. My Personal

Favorite Ride: While many players enjoy the Quick Draw, I feel that the higher difficulty levels are best suited
for people who have a more proficient understanding of coaster and projectile physics. Playing on a lower

difficulty level can also be a bit frustrating for riders who may not be used to this game's precision. At least I
have never had the experience to not be able to land a shot on a target by spinning the crank (normal

difficulty). Not Recommended for the First Time Coaster Players: Also, even though the ride is only aiming in
one direction, you need to also be aware of your coaster's leaning angle. If you fail to check your coaster's
leaning angle before each shot, it is possible to end up spinning in the wrong direction. The first 8ccon ride
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of 2018. If a friend or someone else I work with is interested in competing, let me know. I'd also be
interested in learning if anyone can find a ride which can compete with my current ride in terms of difficulty
and looks. Each of these guides are done through the use of the layout_verify virtual sensor and are made
available as a courtesy by the BTR Network, as they include some of the most in-depth layout review and
analysis you will find on the Network. @pkduncan, I am looking at the ride right now and have a ride like

that. I like it a lot. I really love that they are using fixed axis laser guns instead of projectiles. It seems like a
much safer approach to me. Thanks for the ride reviews, Paul! I am glad that the Quick Draw is in the works
as I have a gap in my collection of BTR rides. With it being just a few weeks until the park opens, I am really

excited to see what else they come up with. I have a feeling that they will be bringing something pretty
spectacular to the park for show opening. Here are some current reports
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Features Key:
CrossPlatform:Windows/Mac/Linux

3D Environment
Intuitive controls

Enter the battle, the war has already begun

Join in the war and gain victory over your enemies.

Nation Red is a 3D real-time strategy game brought to you by GungHo Online.

Presskit
Previews

Arena of Valor - Gamezebo
Arena of Valor - HackerNerd
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War Thunder - YGames
The Elder Scrolls Online - Gamasutra
Sands of Destruction - Gamezebo

Reviews

Review - Gamezebo
Review - HackerNerd
Review - PlayElec
Review - VG24/7

Blogs
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Contact
If you have any questions or just want to say hello, you can reach us on the official nationred.com. 

woltang (support@nationred.com)

Github (> 
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